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1.) I am federal employee that works within the Care in the Community 

division out of the Iowa City VA. I love my job because I spend each day 

helping people. The veterans I assist in finding care inspire me every day.  

I decided to run for DCSD school board after attending the board meetings 

for over two years. I have been active throughout the audit process. I have 

attended the State Board of Education meetings as well as the SBRC 

meeting that our board members have. I have been present and deeply 

involved in repairing the community narrative towards our schools. One a 

more personal note, I am mom of four daughters, with three still receiving 

their education within the district and that has me incredibly invested in 

the future of our schools. It isn’t just my children’s future that has brought 

me to this moment of running, it is our community. Schools are the heart of 

our city and I cannot think of anything better than to be apart of the best 

comeback story of Davenport’s recent history. 

 

2.) A. I completely support and have worked with a sister union towards the 

reinstatement of collective bargaining rights for teachers and support staff 

(Chapter 20) prior to the 2/2017 changes.  

B. I completely support the comprehensive master contract for teachers 

and support staff to include all legal items that were previously included in 

the master contract prior to February 2017. 

C.  I do not support the outsourcing of public services/jobs in DCSD. It is one 

of my platforms to look at bringing services back in house. 

D. I support the Labor-Management Committee consisting of district 

officials and associate members that meet on a periodic basis to address 
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issues of importance to both parties. I believe committee like these are 

vital. 

E. After many conversations with teachers and support staff with in the 

district it is my perception that the working and learning climate within 

DCSD is chaotic. The necessary changes have left many questionings what is 

to occur and what is the right way to proceed. It has been expressed that 

people are scared. They don’t to want to fail. They want great things for our 

kids, yet they are unsure and that is heartbreaking to me. I believe there 

are many ways to help make a positive environment for our teachers, 

support staff and students, but what I know would have the most impact 

immediately would be for DCSD to adopt the National School Climate 

Standards. Studies have shown the dramatic improvement across the board 

in so many areas we are lacking covering everything from work 

environment to bullying to drop out rates. It would be simple and effective. 

It would make our schools a positive place to be for the kids and 

employees.  

 

 

3. A. If faced with the impossible decision of budget cuts to remain financially 

solvent my first responsibility as a school board member would be to protect any 

services that impact our students and teachers/support staff. After years of 

reducing cost that have direct impact on the students and frontline staff, I would 

change the narrative by reviewing the administrative staff. Currently within DCSD 

we have many administrative positions that overlap or are duplicated. This staff, 

while important, does not have direct impact with our students. I would also 

review each outsourced contract. While avoiding the busing contract issue that 

our current board made of making decisions in a reactionary manner, I would 

review to see what can be brought back in house for a lower cost than outsourced 

prices. As a school board member, parent and community member, I know that 

our kids need stability. This goes for our teachers and support staff as well. They 

need the comfort of knowing that they will not be let go due to bad financial 

decisions made by a board and superintendent. They need faith in the board that 

a bad decision won’t result in more kids in their class than what there are desks. 

Currently that is not the case as I know of many classrooms that started over 



packed and under supplied. With that stated, as a DCSD school board member my 

highest priority would be to protect the teachers and support staff from any fall 

out from financial cuts. 

B. The arts all play a vital part in creating a well-rounded individual. I believe that 

each of the arts; fine, applied and technical are all important and our students 

should be encouraged to explore each of them. DCSD has done a great job with 

support for the fine arts. It is evident in our community and it is a source of pride 

as we promote the Creative Arts Academy. I do feel like we could support the 

applied and technical arts more. I would love to see more support of our building 

trade. It is my vision to connect with the local businesses that offer the 

apprenticeship to teach our students skills that will translate into jobs after 

graduation. I would love to see these construction agencies that partner with the 

school and offer training to our kids being offered a weighted application towards 

jobs for the district.  This could translate into something similar to what we 

currently have with our ProStart program. It would be a great opportunity for our 

students.  

C. Top 3 Concerns for Davenport Schools 

 1.) Budget concerns; I would want to confirm our school district is on the 

right footing as we launch into our come back story with a new superintendent. I 

would protect our frontline staff and kids. I would refuse the reactionary decision 

making that has plagued our past 

 2.) School Climate; I would want to adopt the National School Climate 

Standards. These would be a game changer for us in so many areas from work 

environment to bullying. 

 3.) Community Engagement; The state has directed DCSD countless times 

now to engage their families and community. They haven’t done this. I would 

demand that change. I would adjust the local school advisory committee so that it 

was more reflective of our community. I would create a special education 

advisory panel mirroring what the state Dept of Ed has in place as a sounding 

board for SpEd issues to avoid noncompliance. I would engage with the public. 

 

 



4. A. I am seeking the recommendation of the DEA for my candidacy. I believe our 

goals are lined. I would protect the contracts of the teachers and support staff as I 

know they are the heart & soul of our schools. I also understand more than most 

what it is like to what your contract be gutted as a proud member of AFGE local 

#2547 and my husband as a union steward for AFGE local #15. I stand every 

Wednesday night in silent protest with my union brothers and sisters with hope 

that the public will speak out against this outright attack against the work force. I 

assure you with or without the DEA’s endorsement, if elected protecting the 

workers contract will be a top priority for me. 

B. I am not sure. I have not approached others for an endorsement.  

C. My campaign has been grassroot based. I have joined with two other like 

minded individuals, sharing three platforms idea of; increased support for 

teachers & support staff, administrative accountability, & quality education for all. 

There are many items that I am addressing with these platforms like teacher 

retention programs, transparent communication, looking at ways to 

reduce/eliminate outsourcing, and introducing Play 60 into our schools.  I have 

been going door to door as well as talking to parents after school and on line.  


